5 tips
to generate campaign
excitement & buy-in
with your sales team

A key aspect to ensuring your B2B
marketing campaigns are a success
is the engagement and alignment
of your marketing and sales teams.
Whilst marketers understand the value
of metrics around awareness and
increasing demand, sales teams are
targeted on and often more concerned
with metrics around revenue.

However, generating campaign excitement
with your sales team is equally as important
as your marketing team, so it is important
to provide sales with the evidence they
need to get invested in your campaigns.

TIP 1:

Involve sales in the
planning process
Getting your sales team involved early
on will strengthen your alignment and
help sales understand the nuances of
your approach, and vice versa. This is
also a great chance to make use of the
insight your sales team will have on
your customers and prospects.
From speaking to prospects
every day, to facing objections
from the DMU during the
buying process, sales teams’
daily interactions will provide
valuable insight to inform
everything from your content
strategy, to tone of voice.

TIP 2:

BANT qualify
your prospects

BANT is a way of qualifying your leads that will
prove their sales-readiness and clearly show
your sales team they are leads worth pursuing.
This process looks at 4 key criteria:

Budget

Authority

How much is the
prospect able and
willing to spend?

Who is the ultimate
decision-maker and who
else is involved in the DMU?

Need

Timing

Is the prospect facing a
challenge that your product
or service could solve?

How urgent is it
that they solve
that challenge?

TIP 3:

Optimise your hand-over
The more information marketing teams can give to
sales, the better. This information should cover; where
the lead came from and what marketing touchpoints
they have had, their firmographics, any qualifying
criteria needed to convert to an SQL and any interest
shown around a specific product or service.
You can also use tools such as DiSC profiling
or Crystal Knows to give your sales team an
additional layer of insight into the right tone
and messaging needed to communicate with
that prospect in an effective way.
This process can be enhanced by scoring
leads based on their actions using marketing
automation tools. When the lead achieves
your newly defined target, the system can
pass them to your business development or
sales team for further nurturing.

TIP 4:

Use your content as
sales-enablement tools
Marketers are often guilty of sitting on
banks of content without getting the full use
out of each piece. This content should be
doubled down as sales enablement tools.
Sales enablement is simply the process of
providing your sales team with resources
they can use to improve their prospects'
buying journey and close more deals.
Your content will provide a great tool for
sales to demonstrate how your product
or service can solve their challenges.

TIP 5:

Use a planning hub/ tool
Sales departments are targeted around
the revenue they deliver and often will have
their fingers very close to the numbers.
It is only natural they are focused on what
marketing are doing to help generate ROI,
so using a planning hub or tool to forecast
campaign results will help generate
buy-in from your sales teams.
This allows sales and marketing to make
smarter decisions across the entire campaign;
from prospecting and budgeting right through
to appointment setting and the final sale.

At Really B2B, we have a custom-made
planning hub called Enigma 2.0, which our
planning team use when creating campaign plans
and prospect proposals. Enigma has crunched
data from over 14 years of expert B2B marketing
campaigns to provide accurate forecasting based
on segments such as industry and job sector.
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